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Information letter week 07-08, 2020

When the snow finally came, it came with a message! On a weekend, the snow depth has stabilized at a normal level for the season. Speaking of season; We are heading towards brighter times! Over the next two weeks, the day will be 1h and 40m longer. Spring winter is, at least in my opinion, the most beautiful and most relaxing time of the year.

Be sure to visit the ice track between Norra Hamn and Gråsjälören, it is well worth a visit! Attachs a link to the route:
https://www.lulea.se/images/18.2361edeb13cf367a1f98f97/1363080061943/Skoterf%C3%B6rbudsomr%C3%A5de++isbanan.jpg

In the coming weeks, work will continue along the Rainbow Avenue and Vintergatan. The F-house pavilions begin to be lifted in place and occupancy in the S-pavilion continues. In addition to this, removal of snow from roofs is ongoing.

https://www.akademiskahus.se/ditt-campus/lulea/campus-lulea/

With kind regards
Erik Nordenskiöld
Project Coordinator
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Overall Campus

Akademiska Hus Information Office in the B-house is open on Wednesday 10 February from 11.00 - 13.00.

We welcome Carina Kallioniemi to Akademiska Hus! She will take over as Technical Manager on Monday 10 February.

During the week 8, 17/2–20/2, we will conduct a Revision Inspection of Fire Alarm and Sprinkler at Campus Luleå. This work include that visual inspection during daytime and test of Fire Alarm during evenings and early mornings. Details regarding the implementation will be communicated to the respective affected businesses.

Outdoor environment

Parkkompaniet works with inspection and removing of snow on roofs. Be aware and respect barriers!

Construction of Igloo on Tekniktorget will take place during week 7-8.

Snow removal work continues, where we are carrying away a lot of snow from Campus, which means that tractors and trucks are being driven on the roads in and around Campus. Pay attention and avoid parking bikes and other vehicles directly adjacent to snow piles.
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Rainbow Avenue

Continued relining of wastewater and stormwater pipes along the Rainbow Avenue. Relining takes place along Geogränd during week 7.

The excavation work at the intersection Rainbow Avenue-Vintergatan and the intersection of Universitetsvägen-Vintergatan will start during week 7–8 and will last for about 2 weeks. The reason is installation of new stormwater pipes. Barriers will be set up that affect accessibility at the Rainbow Avenue, Vintergatan and along Universitetsvägen. Blocked areas are illustrated below.

A/α-house

The indoor environmental investigation in the A, Alfa, and Alf houses has been started. AK Konsult begins their work with ocular examination and moisture indication.
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B/β-house

Library

During the week 7, the de-establishment for renovation of the library will begin with material being lifted down from level 2. In connection with the downlift, the pedestrian and bicycle path along the beta house on Vintergatan will be blocked for one day. Thereafter, the de-establishment will continue for more about a week with increased vehicle traffic to and from the area.

C-house

Reinforcement of floors in C912 is carried out during week 9.

D-house

Nothing to report.

E-house

Rebuilding of space to storage room E17 will continue for the next two weeks.

F-house

T-pavilion

Parking north of the K-house will be closed until the construction of the T-pavilion is completed at the end of June.

Installation of the T-pavilions begins week 7. Tuesday (11/2) to Thursday / 13/2) 10-20 modules per day will be lifted in place. This means very extensive transport by trailer and continuous lifting by crane truck. There will also be many staff working in the area. The contractor will use designated traffic managers for the routing of both construction and other traffic. See inserted clip from the APD-plan for orientation.

In connection with the assembly, the waste room at entrance F18 will be kept closed, reference is made to the waste room at entrance F16.

All nearby businesses have been given detailed information. For questions regarding the work, refer to Project Manager Evelina Norman, 073-083 48 47.
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Students house
Nothing to report.

Pole star
Last report from Polstjäman.
The project has been handed over to the Administration and the first expectant students has moved in. Moving in will now take place continuously for some time.

Erik Nordenskiöld
Project Coordinator
phone: +46 70-392 99 79
Akademiska Hus Luleå
Kårhusgränd 7
977 54 Luleå
akademiskahus.se/en